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ABSTRACT ..

This synopsis of educational technology concepts and
opinions was written as part of a Project to investigate how, if, and
when innovative technology, pa tiqularly.videodiscs, should be'
incorporated into Alaska's ed tional system. After reviewing the
status .and methods of educatio al technology, it issconcluded that:
(1) 'educational technologists o not agree on the critical.elements
Of their diScipline; (2) educational technology does not have a
common knOwledge base that can be used to avoid the pitfalls , .

encountered .in earlier projects; (3) educational technologists cannot
cite large numbers of successful projects which demonstrate the,value'
of their skills; (4) the optimism'that was present, during earlier..' :

. educational technology proiSctsie..largely goneirepladedby a great
concern for the practial; and ,(5) the success or failure, of
edudatiosal technology projects may depend on factors that cannot be if

controlled by project developers. It is pointed out that; in the
absence of an encouraging history, th6 decision to support an
expanded educational technology in Alaska's schools would be

. essentially a gamble, based more on future promises thh,past
successes..A checklist of educational planning considerations 's
appended. (WiS) .
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'FOREI4ORD

Alaska has been a leader among State Departments of Education in

' experimatting With and studying-the,:sotential use of new communication

.

technology..in education. Since 1977, the Educational Telecommunications

foi Alaska Project has been investigating and trying out instructional'

and management uses of technology including an electronic mail system and

computer-assisted instruction using microcomputers.

In 1980 the,Department decided to fund a feasibility study and then a-

research project on the potential use in education of innovative

technology, particularly videodiscs. This has been written as a

part of that project.. It i'S'intended for the use of the project's Design

Team as they proceed in their deliberations
/
of how, if and when

innovative technology should be incorporated into Alaska's educational

system.'

Readers other than Design Team members should be aware that some
/

terms may be used more loosely than would be done if the paper was
.

intended for other audiences and that reasons for inclusion or exclus'on-

S
--- of certain information -may.. not be as apparent t9 them as it will be o

the Design Teath.

0
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I. INTRODUCTION

Educational.technology7-what it is 'arid how to do it--has abase of

literature thatrequires adjectives of-the "vast, huge,.immenseq ilk. If,

paid.,py the word,' the author of verbiage would find few educational

fields more lucrative. It i
.,

s a troublesome literature to assess in any

review, fbr it contains few well eicplicated overriding principles. Also,

a short summary of where we are and are not in the science of educational

technology requires reduction and synthesis of broad issues_which cannot

be treated effectively in a comprehensive manner in iofew pages.

What follows is, not, in the traditional sense, a literature review.

There is a high probability that it would receive a failing mark from a

professor looking for sound documentation of the principles of

educational technology.' The following repbrt has too few prec,ise

citations, too many btoad generalizations, and far too few pages to pais

as an adequate literatuxe review. Thereforel.it would best be viewed as

a synopsis of educational technology concepts and opinions. Additibnal,

and more formal, documentation of the information presented can be made_

available to the Design Team members upon request.
-

t,-2106D
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II. EDUCATIONAL'iiECHNOLOGY DEFINED

There is no shortage of definitions in the literature of what

constitutes edUcational technology. It is an understatement,to say that

there Is no single definition generally agreed upon; in fact, many an

.
--

educatiorial technology article starts off with the author's, unique

definition of.the term.

Definitions, resulting from a 'disparity in the principal concerns Of

the-educational technologists themSelves, seem to fall into three

categories. One school of thought has educational technology focusing on

hardware; educational technology is viewed as the use of computers,

''.

televislbn, and other equipment in instructional applidationm But

focusing on hardware, as opposed to student learning, is not viewed

positively by educators) technologists'often find it advantageous to

digavow such an orientation. A further problem with this definition is

.

that the question of what hardware constitutes "technology" depends on

when the question is asked. Audio tapes, film strips and overhead

projectors are not the,focus of current educational technology efforts;

this equipment is not "advanced enough", so, today's progressive,

qducational technologist is concerned with microcomputers, videodiscs and

telecongerencing instead. Perhaps for these two reasons) the hardware-

oriented definition is not currently in vogue.

A second type of definition focuses on technology principles, rather

than products, 1 14.10 delineate educational technology. When principles of

.
modern research, management or accountability are used in an edUcational

setting, the result is often called educational technology. The concept

of a "systems" approach 4.s often included in the definition., Through

this approach,.mastery learning, behavidral objectives and diagnostic

A I 2
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testing 4ecome an allowable part of educational technology. This type of

definition may create a more positive reaction by focusing on procedures

rather than on machines. However, some pUrveyors of this type of

definition seem to suffer withdrawal,symptoms, and thus the definitions .

often contain a through the use of hardware/media/physica devices." sort

of delimiter at the end. a

A third type of definition places the focus on development of

. ,

materials; ducatiOnal-technology thus becomes the
#

bodyof materials

development pract ce. Virtually every educational technology project

focuSes on developi

to

or figuring out how to develop,,materials related

struction. Even the systems approaches mentioned above generally

have a body of materials that physically implement the desired concepts.

But this type of definition often does not seem sophisticated enough, for

impost educational technologists think the classification "materials

/developer" is inadequate to describe the scope of their orientation.

4 Perhaps foi this reason, manydeftnitions of educational technology do

not acknowledge the task of materials development

In general, educational technologists have failed to agreebn the

critical elements of their business. This; taken by itself, need not be

viewed as negative; other disciplines have mbved ahead with fuzzy

4
= definitions in tow. The definition problem is,',however, somewhat

indibative of a larger liamblem facing educ,itional technology--the

inclination to embark from a personal, rather than a professional,

starting point. Gropperl, in) writing of the proliferation of-
.

instructional theories and models, stated: ,
t.

There is.no collegial, or even competitive, building of
a common knowledge base with individuals making incremental

1Gropper, G.L. Is instructional technology dead? Educational.

Technology, 1980, 201), 37-39.
. 3
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contributions to it. Inst4ad, there are as many

"knowledge bages". as there are contributors. Such
profusion, if Other sciences gerve as a guide, does
not argUe for the maturity or sophisticaticel of the

digcipline.. (p. 37)

The definition issue discussed above is clearly one example of the lack`

ot'a common knowledge base. The literature does not point out this

definition problem as a handicap; however, it definitely does hot cite.

the, lack of uniformity' as an advantage.

1

For purposes of thi paper We Will be viewing educational technology .

as an amalgamation of al three,types of definition.) We will be

concentrating on the. instructional uses of educational'technology,

however, as opposed fo manageMent or other uses of the technology.

0.

..

6

t.
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III. STATUS OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

It is perhaps useful, before considering the development of any large

educational technology project, to examine what the people active in the

field have to say about the past, present and future state of their,

vocation. Are creators of educational technology bullish about what can

1

be done? Do they foresee substantial,and fruitful application of their

work to education? Are they pleased with their "track record". to date?

The educational technology literature is, in many ways, a self report

1

provided by the technologists. Self report information is frequently
.

instructive, but can be misleading if the background and motives of the

,

reporters aren't known. Thus, while it is possible to gain some sense of

the status of the field from the literature, itis not possible to say
..

.
, )

.wit certainty that the literature truly represents the actual

il

situation. Nevertheless, a review of the recent educational technology

literature dges impart a definite feel for the current status, history

and future of educational technology.

If sweeping geheralizations are permissible, onecan say the

situation does not seem to be good. Based on their own writings,

educational technologists are not particularly proud of her past work,

their present work lacks the forcefulness they would like it to have, and

their view of the future is,not optimistic. Some of,the technologists'
4

A-

writing expresses pessimism, -about their ability to develop and implement
I

thei4 systems in a time of increased educational accountability and

edreased idesources.* There are also some indicAtions of, a perceived

adversarial relationship between educational technologists and school

_personnel; in and of itself, it is interesting_to find that educational

technologists do not generally inclu4s themselves in the classification

"educator ",,
5
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Level of Success

. In January,1980, Educational Technology marked its twentieth'

anniversary with'a special issue composed of essays othe state'of

educational 'technology. Essays,were provided by eleyen authors who are

recognized as leaders in the field. , IndeScribing the.iuthors, the

Educational Technology editor commented: '

.

,

..
. , . IN

\ Most of the authors have been active' in thlifield-for

.

..'

_'the past two decadgs. collectiVely, they bring anb '

enormous amount of experience tO the task.of commenting -

, A

on the current status of educ4tional technology','

describing how the field has'progressed during the past
twenty years, and project:ing where we se'emto be headed
during the coming decade. (p. 56)0 .

, I-'

. '4\
4

o
'

.
_

'

What did such noted experts have to say about prof4Vaon?
,k, y..

0- f e . W
GeorgA Gordon, ip his essay "Happy Birthday, Ed Tech! A Grim-Lookat

..

Past, Future", stated: 1

The picture, in other, words, is pretty-grim,'and whatever
role technology has had-upon American education these,

t past twenty years, j.t is minimal and certainly)all out of
'',,proportion,to most of the reasonable ptomisgs it held out
to our prosperous societylin-the early 60's. (p. 17-18)

,

W. James ,Popham, in "Tw46ecIde'S of Educational Technology: Personal
Y'

4 j.

Observations", writes:

It is distressingly true that decent educational'
1

development, that; is, development that produces
\' products which really help studentS learn more

effectively, cots more than most people think. If

we ever get a second chance,to prove that such
dievelopmea is worth the expenditures, we dare not
7.7q

blow it again. 4,p. 21Y
" 4

Dr. Popham glFs onto say:

Unfortunately, that%pbtent technology demands more
resources than our nation currently sees inclined
to expend. I suspect that a series of unforeseen
events must transpire before we find ourselves'

ain in a position to create the technically sound
sorts of replicable instructional sequencee.which.
will yield dramatic benefits for learners. That
we can do it, I have no doubt. Whether, in my

we,will ever be given that oppottunity,

I am ,'less certain. (p. 21)

6
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A In,an article titled "The Passion for the Practical: Are Educatipnal

,Technologists Losing Their Idealism?", Rogdi Kahfman states that "We are

losing our taste for daring to risk to attempfuseful change and thus" .

s
L.

- have moved increasingly to the acceptable, the 'practical', and the

narrowwe are, in short, losing our idealism." (p. a2) He also opines

trp-
tflat: 7 ,

If we persist in viewing our field with -gloom and doom,
then we will surely communicate this feeling to those
around ,us, and they ill turn to those ground them. IfA0

we rely believe that we cannot change the world and
make it better, if we think *e can only react to the
desires of our clients, if we use "practicality" as the
sole criterion for.our interactions with our clients
and students, then we deserve to languish in the storm
cellars. (p. 23)

GeOrqe L. Gropper, in an.essay with the straightforward title "Is

InlOctional Technology Dead?" writes:

k If the volume of words published about it is the
appropriate vital sign to examine,then,it is safe
to conclude that instructional technology iwstill
alive. But, is it alive and well? And, does

anyone other than the patient care.? (p. 37)

He goes on to state:.

Instructional technology suffers from many of the same
ills that have in the past and to this day continue to

-afflict "education" proper. The consuming Public, which

is large and non-depleting, expects'quick and dramatic
fixes. Johnny's inability to read and write is
seridus enough a problem to make each new educational fad

appear to it s the answer. So, there is educational

film and%aleIision, provihmed instruction, open
claserooar&rsonalized'systems of instruction, the
new math, CAI,; the systems approach, etc., all playing
educational chairs. And, there are a lot of people in
instructional technology, and in education7easily
encouraged'to design a new model. .There is no
convincing evidence that the chairs they turn out, old
or new, appreciably differfrom one another in sturdiness

or durability. (p. 37) "

In the same issue, Leonard C. Silvern writes about a time ofeducational

lethargy (p. 40); and Dwight W..Allan and Lawrence N. McCullough admit

that "In the educational:technology of the last twenty years, many
op-,,16 7
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1

.

approaches to many new technologies have been explored, adopted,

i
. . .

.
.

modified, and often discarded as haphazardly as they have been

institutionalized." (p. 47)
.

.,

When one eonsiders that these authors make their livAng and -

.

professional reputation 4irough educational teohnology,)and that they Is

. (

were in a way "celebrating" the two decades since the emergence of their
1

field, their commentfiLare indeed signif icant. In reviewing tie recept

literature; one has the feeling, that educational technologists are both
V Os

tired and in'some ways wary. Kaufman states:

. Gone, by and large, is the push and drivg tro change
the world, and the conviction that if ygn build a
better mousetrap, the world will'beat a path to your
technology, We now make fewer claiths,limit our
objectives and rarely catch the s *rk to'change the

-world. We once had that dynamism:. What ,happened?
(p. 42) - Nit

410.

Much of.the more restrained orientation may be tra'ed to the

frequently mentioned phenomenon of technologists overselling the

capabilities of=ztheir sSstems. The previoud performance of educational
4

technology.systpms is perceived-)y marl, educators and educatiOnal

,technologists as not'all thatgood,despite the fact that some very

,talented.people, many with adequate resources, have put considerable
'

Wort into malting .techndIegy work. a

Many disciplines Ave,. ingrained into their history, several major

A-
sucdesses--applicatiems of-the discipline that are sw overwhelmingly

positive that-they serve to.help justify all subsequent applications.

.
The.eliminetion.-Of polio,

,

the effective application of plastics, and the

'beneficial use of computers axe occurrences that tend to garner,. support

for-futdre effotts in,medicine, chemistry and electronics, 4espectively.

It is probabPe that the.recent fly-by of Saturn will positively impact on

8
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the future of space exploration; the successful Saturn experience will

1111 form both a model and a starting point for subsequent ef.f.oyts.

O

Perusal of the educational technology literature fails to

,similar successful.exampleS, The discupsions of educational

technologists do not seemto include "Remember how well o'ur last project

went? Now, let's improve'upon that." It would seem-incredible that the

history of educational technology has not produced projects, concepts or

pieces of equipment which technologists can hold kip as a shining example

of what their science can do. Yet that appears to be the'situation. The

literature of educational,teehnology deVelopment speaks more toward new

ideas than'to improving what already.exiAts. There seems to be a very

large amount of starting from scratch, an amount that perhaps can be

explained by a lack of advantageous starting pointa.2- 'None of the
)

major concepts or prOjects designed to impact instruction (e.g., teaching
-T

machines, modern math, programmed instruction, large scale computer-
': .

assisted instruction, behavioral objectives, individualized instruction,.

minimum competencies) have improved education dramatically enough to be

\j
considered unqualified successes worthy of honored status. One infers

o

from the literature that, to date, educational technology successes have

^1'4 come at the level of the ERIC system, computerized class schedulkhg-and

,the use of overhead projectors--handy additions but sbarcely.

revolutionary. M;ny of the more ambitibus efforts clearly'teeter on the

edge of being-adjudged nothing more than fads.

-24 may also be that the starting from scratch is due to (1) a lack of
knowledge and analysis of what has been done in the past or (2),
recognitIOn that one approadh may not be universally effective but needs
to be tailored to a given context. .
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'Cost

Another important factor to consider in terms of the status of

educational technology is cost: Since educators and educational

technologists differ:in terms of what they are willing to include as

assignable projept costs, the, figures disdussed here are useful only to

give an order of magnitude feel for the costs of educational

development. Here are some of the costs reported in Heath,and'Orlich's

- article "Determining Costs of Educational Technology: An:Exploratory

Review-and Analysis"3:

One publisher stated that to develop an elementary reading
program for grades K-6 might cost $2,500,000. Yet the total
expense of the program could approach $5,000,000. The, same

report stated that a multimedia high school bioldgy course could
range from $400,000 up to $6,,000,000.

Lysaught also stated that to stay within the 5% student error
ratio required 30-60 minutes labor per frame of a finished
[programmed instruction) program.

Novak reported that each 15 minute lesson for elementary sciende,
required from 50-100 hours of staff time. Some programs, he
said, were revised extensively and'required up to 200 hours of
additional staff and technician time.

(Lysaught) cited a time-factor of from 20 to 30 minutes per item
for initial writing, sequencing and the first .revision after
field testing when,tfie programmers programmed from areas where
conventional teaching shad beeh done. He acknowledged that it
would take more time to program entirely new material.

Markle reported that she calculated her "wages" at SOO an hour
in writing a programmed'ills%ruction package.

While the costs above give some idea of the resources necessary, the

`'following table should remove any doubts about the level of effort
e

required for large-scale educational technology development., It is a

listing of the curriculum development and concomitant implementation'

3Heath,S.P,'Sc Orlich, D.C. Determining costs of educational
technology: An exploratory review and analysis. Educational Technology,

1977, 17(2); Q6-33.

10
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*costs for some of the major development projects sponsored by the
4.-

National Science Foundation. Heath and Orlich termed the costs
0.

"awesome", perhaps acceptable hyperbole when one recognizes that all of

these costs were incurred prior to 1975--the costs today would be at

least 50% higher.

Table 1

Curriculum Development and Implementation
Costs for Selected National Science Foundation Curricula

Curriculum'
Project

Development
Costs

Implementation
.Costs.

Total

Documented.Costs
,

Physical Science $ 5,300,000
Study ComMittee
TPSSC)

School Mathematics $14,400,000

$6,800,000

$2,260,000

$12,100,000

$16,660,000,

Study Group (SMSG),

Biological Science $10,400,000 $9,400,000 $19,800,000

Curriculum ,Study

(BSCS)

El entary Science
dy (ESS)

$ 7,60'0,000 .$4,100,000 .$11,700,000

Science--A Process $ 2,300,000 $4,900,000 $ 7,200,000

ApproaCh (SAPA)

Science Curriculum $ 4,3b0,000 ' $6,700,000 $11,000,000

Improvement Study
(SCIS)

Intermediate Science $ 1,500,000 ' $5,000a000 $ 6,500,000

Curriculum Study
(ISCS)

Man: i Course of $ 4,800,60 "$2,200,000 7,000,000,

Study (MACOS)

Source: National Science Foundation Curriculum Development and

* Implementation for Pre-College Science Education. ,Report prepared for
the Committee on Science and Technology, U.S. House of Representatives,
Ninety-Fourth Congress, Washington,'D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, ,1975, pp. 303-308 (Appendix 7).

17



Implications for Implementation

. Formal summaries of "how to succeed where others hive failed"

articles are not too common in the literature, but the reviewer can infer

that many of the factors that prevent success of educational technology

projects are either unrelated or in opposition to-theqprinciples and

N
procedures of the technology itself. In an obvious example,. educational

technologists are proud of their ability to develop flashy, innovative

sisterns to solve educational problems. Yet theschool settings in which

these systems are to be implemented are generally regarded as very

conservative. FUrther, the scientific principles in the technologist's

bag of tools are little good in changing the implementation situation.

A reviewer of the literature thus becomes a believer in the concept

of uncontrollable implementation variables--variables beyond the control

of the developer or implementer which will nevertheless impact on the

project.

structure

variables.

Lack of money, teacher conservatism and the general schoci
4

are examples of essentially uncontrollable implementation

As they chart below shows, the uncontrollable implementation

variables on their own or combined with other shortcomings-gekre

sufficient to substantially reduce the chance of overall project success.'

THE DEVELOPMENT IS IAND THE CONTROLLABLE I THEN THE TECHNOLOGIST
IMPLEMENTATION VARIABLES I WOULD THINK MC PROJECT
ARE LIKELY TO

AND IF THE UNCONTROLLABLE THE PROJECT AS
IUPLEMENTATION VARIABLES A WHOLE WILL
ARE

I

Good Favorable Succeed Favorable I Succeed

Good (Favorable I Succeed .Unfavorable
. I

Fail

Good IlInfavorable I Fail Favorable I Fail

Good ,Unfavorable I Fail Unfavorable - IFail

'Poor Favorable Fail Favorable I Fail'

Poor tivorab le Unfavorable Fail

Poor I Unfavorab le 7 Fail Favorable Fail

^Poor *Unfavorable I Fail Unfavorable Foil



Subsequent sections of this paper will review the literature in terms

4111 of implementation factors, and will consider the design and development

factors surrounding educational technology. A section on how to assess a

given educational techlrology project and a checklist summarizing design
a

considerations are also given.

4:

sal
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IV., DESIGN CONCERNS FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT,

When reviewing the literature for' information on how best to design a

technology-based product, one finds that tie same principles and

.guidelines .given in learning theory articles appea; in the educational

technology articles, and that guidelines and principles from

instructional design are Hart and parcel of educational technology

design. Also, the authors of educational technology literature are

frequently found to be the writers"of articles on the associated topics.

This situation may be a result of the lack of Oblear defifiition of what .

constitutes educational technology. Or, more prohilbly, it is simply the

cast that learning theory, instructional design, etc., are the component

parts of educational technology, somewhat as shown in this diagram:
,

I

ti

t.

Learning
Theory

ST.

Instructional
2 Design

Educational

Technology

Systems

Analysis

2

Many Other

Areas

14
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It is, apparently true, if one believes the literature, that the

concern's about developing sound instruction'should and will overwhelm the

technological concerns. Indeed, it appears that in many projects-the

technology never had a chance to be evaludtedbecauqe the instructional .

'design or the implementation was faulty. Currently technology is often

applied to products and processes which could not succeed regardless of

the quality (even perfection) of the technological elements., The

literature supports the contention that technology should be used .to

enhance the solution of an educational problem, rather than using

education as simply an opportUnity to apply a favorite technology.

iIn 1977, Dr.,F. Coit Butler of the University of asachusetts

published a paper titled "The Major Factors That Alect Learning: A-

Cognftive Process Model."4 Dr. Butler's plocesS 'serves well to

summarize the major concerns that should be considered. in designing

technology -based educational products since it contains most of the

,
elements discussed by others and avoids a focUs on one particular

eletent. It should be pointed Out that several other authors could have

provided similarly satisfa%tory startinepoints.

Dr. Butler's prOcess cites a number of point6 related to each of

seven major condition* for learning:

1) Variation

2) Motivation.

3) Organization.
,

4) Participation

a

4putler, F.C. The major factors that affectlearning: A cognitive
process Model. Eduqational,Technology, 1977, 17(7), 5-12.
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5) Confirmation

6) Repetition

7) Generalization

In the following listing, the titles of the conditions And the relevant

points have been modified slightly from Butler's paper to be_more

directly related to technology design consIdezations.

Variation
-6 r--

.

The parameters of any leainingl situation are the characteristics
of the learners themselves.

t
, .

, t.

, .
.,,

el, Effective instruction must allow the stUdent to start from an
aiiivpriate point; it is clearly'inappropiiate to expect all

& stude ts to start their instructiOn frdm the,same paint.\\
.

.
,---

. ._,. .

,

Factors such as the student's attitliie,: motivation and interest
. . .

,-

greatly affect the ability to learn; most researchers now .

Consider these thingsmoreAmporbane than generalntMeal ability.
. . . . . ,

.
In spite of the' act that students come into an instructional-

setting with a set of characteristics, none..of these
characteristics is a fixed attribute. °Thus, while' instruction

!should account for Individual differences, it must also allow
for changes in the student's characteristics ditring instruction.

.

Efforts to determine what might be called the Student's learning
style have not been overwhelmingly successful. *(Butler states,
"The state of the art at this time is such,that we are-probably
wasting our time and resources,trying.to devise instruction
exactly suited to the learning needs of each 4,aTvidual-

0

student.")

While not all individual differences Can be,handled.fruitfully
in designing instruction, most researchers agree that
considerition of a few elements greatly, improkres the instruction
with regard to students' individual differences.,-, (Butler lists,
identification by students of their strengths, deaciencres and
goals; the cutality of instruction; and the tsime allowed for

'learning.)

Of the important variables, time allowed for learning is
believed by many to be a most critical factor.` The research
suggests that individual differences tend to cause fewer
negative'effects when students are given timerto.-..learn at the
,rate'best for them (i.e., as much time as they need to master,

-the content).

rk,
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The research also suggests that there,is no overall "aptitude

for learhing"; rather, many ;factors (sOme of which are
uncontrollable and perhaps unknowable) contribute to the 'ability.

to learn.

Given the two statements above, "learning aptitide" may in Part
be considered to mean the amount of time needearto achieve
proficiency at a task.

'o While the amount of time required is very important, learning is
till greatly affected by the quality of the instruction and the

multitude of other individual differences among students. k.

Motivation,

Not much will )01 learned unless the student wants to, learn.
Learning will only takeAplace if the student pays attention to
what is goihg on in the learning environment.

The student's attention\seems to be directly related to the

student's motivation. More motivation, more attentionAr-and thus-

more learning.

Instructional materials must allow not on ly for providing

initial. motivation, but for sustaining motivation throughout the

task. If the student's motivation decreasei, the amount of
learning is also decreased.,

Stating the outcome of a learning task in concrete terms is one
'element in strengthening motivation. If students know early on

what they will gain from the learning, they can evaluate the

benefits it will provide for them. -If the benefits are
sufficiently appealing, the student will be motivated; if not,

'little learning will take place.

Goals must.appear to be obtainable; if the learning task is
complicated, intermediate goals should be established. -/

4

,Motivation is enhanced by frequent reporting of progress on the

learning task. While researchers believe that assistance is
better than criticism for-poor performance, most agree that the
failure te-providervy feedback is most detrimental of all.

A1.1' other things /being equal, motivation will be higher when an

early use of the leirning in attaining some goal is
anticipated. A crude implementation of this maxim comes when
the instructor threatens a quiz following the lecture, but the .

principle holds trite for more subtle approaches,too.

23



Practice is-helpful to sustain motivation, particularly when it
does more than cause repetition of previous activities. Tyler
speaks of sequential practice, wherein each practice has some
element that goes beyond the activities carried out before.
(Unfortunately, it appears.that glare is some mismatch between
the theory of sequential practice and the,actual Construction of
most "drill and practice" exercises..)

The, line between too easy and too hard i n a learning task is a

thin one, but one that must be carefully walked by the
.instructor and the materials. Too easy (boring) or too hard
(hopeliss)ineither.case, theall important motivation is ,

deytroyed. (There seems to be some support' for motivation being

opkimized when the students are pressured to do a little more
than they feel perfectly comfortable with.)

Dr. Butler and a considerable number of other writers view the'

previoda two concerns -- individual differences and motivation - -to be so

important thattheother factors (disoussad below) are considered simply

as strategies for effectively handling individual differences and
4

sustaining motivation. Nowhere din the literature are these two factors

viewed As anything less than critically Important concerns. With that as

a preface, let us review the remaining conditions for learning..'

4

Organization

r Materials and instruction must be presented with structure. The

student facing a new learning task cannot be expected to know
how to organize the information in such a way that it can.be
handleaoifectively.

The structure Must notkpnly organize the new learning into
suitable specific patteorns and relationships, it must also

A
integrate tie leafning into the student's previous base of
knowledge. It is considered best to relate the new task'to
previous.learning as quickly as possible.

Since newdearning VrVI---.ytake place using the existing
knowledge of the learner, new concepts and vocabulary must be
explained using the existing conceptual and vocabulary base of
the learner.

It is difficult for the learner to separate underlying
Viinciples from small dettils. Thus, learning is generally
better if the complexities and details of the learning are saved
until after the major principles, have been described and applied.

18
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-Reviews and srmaries help strengthen instruction when they are
provided at Agical intervals in the learning. The reviews and
summaries should reinforce'the organization which should be
consciously included in all aspects of the learning task.

-, - -
, e

Learning is enhanced if the materials and concept's cais be put
---

into patterns-meaningful td the student. Isolated pieces of
information will seldom be retained. .

go. Some ways of organizing learning are better than others, in
large part because they have a better ''anchor" in the'student's
existing'knoWtedge base. -- Instruction proCedding from simple to

complex is one obvious example. Butler lists seven mere "rules
of thumb" for organizing' instruction:

a* From the familiar to the unfamiliar
b. From the present to the past
-c. From the how'to the why
d., From the fundamental,' to the related, to the tangential.

. e. From the general, to the specific,.. back to the general
f. From dedudtive to inductive
g. .From overview, to the details, back to overview.

/

Participation

, -
place. <While this is altery broad generalization, it appears
to have-near unanimous support from Yearning theoxists.)-

Teachers do not make students learn. Students learn only by

their own actions. Thus, any competent instructional process.
will involye thestuglent continuous]. The instruction must

-''contain teChniques Otenstire that stuients are actively engaged
,

in learning, since this is the only way learning will take

Application of the new learning at frequent intervals will
enhance reterition of the learning and will help the learner to

.

verify the validity of the new concepts.

Questions. cause participation and thus questions should,be

included in the leaining activity. The questions need not be in
tests or quizzes to be valuable;. they can be interspersed in_a9y
learning activity as long as steps are taken to ensure that they
are actually considered by the student.

Learning a proCedure can be improved by having students try
incremental portions of the procedure, even if only to verbalize.

or visualize the procedure. This incremental'appaication of the
learning'is much superior to a single application folloWEng
conclusion of all the learning tasks.

19
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. Any learning activity for the student should be carefully
structured to avoid consideration of relatively minor details ,

$16
early in the learning task. The first trial should-encompaSA
only the Most important factors. k

Trial and erbr.learning appears to be significantly inilarior to
performing the task correctly at the outset. Thus, the learning

activity should ule prompts and other tofhniques to minimize the-
-0 prtbability of incorrect performance by the student.

Feedback

Students continue at what they do well when they'know they have
done well. Converbely, students wikavoid the thingsthey do ti

poorly. But when they perform poorly, students, will change
their behaviors to try ways to achieve success.,,Only when they
consistently find that nothing works will they stop
participat4g and thus cease to learn. 'It is tnrefore
incumbent upon the developer of a learning activity to guarantee

4. that the successful student-receives notification of that
success, and that' the unsu*ssful student, receives 'the prompts'
and additional information necessary to increase the probability

,,of achieving access.

Feedback is always important, but feedback that simply lets
students know they were or wereaZ successful is much leas. ..

valuable than feedback which pr 'as an explanation of why the

. performance was correct or incorrect.

° One key to effective feedback is to minimize the chance of error

by the student. The feedback provided tcithe studebts should
reinforce successful behavior and provide the explanations
necessary to ,change unsuccessful behaviors to successfui,ones?

Tpe feedback can come from materials, instructors, peers,
computers, etc., but the source of the feedback must know that
the feedback was received and'Applied.by the =student. Thus,

'idstructors and other "presenters of learning" must have timely
ways of verifying the feedback has worked effectively and that

the chance of student error is Minimized.

, )

Repetition and Reinforcement

.

Repetitiodi'is useful if for no other reason thah it increases'

the time available for learning. But learning through
.

repetition is effective only under the conditions required for
any learning- -high motivation, goodorganizatioi, an atOntive
'student, etc. If-these conditions are not present, the
repetition will be ineffective and perhapsharmful.

4
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Overlearning (continuing to study or practice after attaining
proficiency) is held by most researchers to be an important
requirement for long-term retention. There are, however, no
convenient rules for the type and amount of repetition which is

optimal. The developer should be aware that overlearning will
notbeeffective.ifthe activity squelches motivation.

As emphasized earlier, learning is more likely to be retained
when it has been linked by the 'student to established elements
of the student's knowledge base. This is why isolated knowledge

is soon forgotten, while knowledge of equal complexity related
to a broader base of information and experience is retained.
Thus, any overlearning activities should be carefully examined
to ensure their relationship to previously established learning,
as in the method of sequential practice discussed earlier:

Practice and review should be spread over time. Both
concentrated repetition of the learning activity early on and

review over longeeintervals is helpful. However, it is clear

that two hours of consecutive practice is by no means twice as
good as one hour..' In fact, Butler'states that any practice
session'over 30 minutes is "open to question".) Both initial
overlearning activites and repeated reviews are important, but

must meet the criteria necessary for any. learning activity,

including maintenance of adequate motivation.

Generalilabllity

Generalizability is a key to effective grqwth and learning. It

is impossible to teach a student all the specific knowledge and
skills necessary to meet all possible circumstances. The-only

solution lies dn prpviding the student with generalizable
knowledge*d skills and an opportunity to utilize them. It is,

therefore, very important that instruction and instructional
materials do not stop with conveying information; rather, they
must help the student explpre the generalizability of the
information.

It is not%nough for the student to learn generalized

principles. The ability to generalize is not automatic, and
students must have instruction and practice in how to generalize
if the learning is to-be as valuable as possible.

Rote learning is antithetical to generalization. While there

rare some cases whore rote learning is'A useful m ans of
acquiring lames, dates, etc., the transfer a arning to the
broadest mumber'of situations is a much mo esirable

situation. Rote learning and rote prac ce activities should
geneplly be avoided.

$.

ea.
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The mat erials or the instructor must show how a concept is
applied to a number (Butler says "a' minimum of three") of sample

contexts. Students must then have practice applying the
learning, and the practice must be monitored to assure adequate
transfer of the concept.

Generalization is desirable, and the path to generalization is
frequent extension ofthe learning to new circumstances.
Learning activities should be structured to provide
opportunities and encouragement for the extension of skills and

information as much as practical.

Whether the above listings are viewed,as the elements of a learning

theory or as the design considerations of instructional develo4ent is

immaterial. In either case, the important fact is that some ways of

providing learning are better than others, and that some ways are no good

'at4all. The literature of educational technologpis, asdiscussed

earlier, very diverse, but yet there seems to be near unanimous support

for structuring learning activities to-fit what-ieems to be a very

important set of conditions for learning. Most educational technologists

1de.
and instructional theorists would advocate that the types of.concerns

presented ih'this section beconsidered long and hard in any educational

design and development activity.

\..
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V. IMPLEMENTATION CbNCERNS RELATED TO EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

The'point was made earlier that sound instructional design is not

entirely adequate to ensure the success of a technolo educational

product--that the project has to deal with a whole host of implementation

concerns, some uncontrollable.

The design concerns/learning theory elements discussed in the

previous section seem to appeal more to educational technology writers

than the implementation concerns underconsideration now. There is less
6

written, about implementation concerns by such pebple and what is.written

more essay than research. Thus we have turned to the research on the

diffusion Of innovations for most of what is written in this'section.

First, however, a.summary of factors affecting implementation written by

an educational technologist will help set the stage for applying the

research finolings on innovation diffusion to this context.

%1.3

An Educational Technologist's View of Implemeritation

Ok. 1

In the essay "Musings Of An Educator7Technologist, or I Never Could

A

Get My too her' To Understand Whit I bid For A Living4., Albert L.

Goldbetg presents 45 propositions, aphorisms, and lessons learned dealing
.

with the past, present and future of technology, education, and

educational technology. Dr. Goldberg's list Gould not be considered

solid facts about educational technology implementation but rather the

informed opinions of an expert in the field. The essence of these

observationt can be found in the writings of se4eral Rther authors With

5Goldber9, A.L. Mustpgs of an edudator-technologist, or I never could
get my mother to understand what I did f6r a'living. Educational,

Technology, 1980, 20(1), 29 -36..
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expertise in the field. Thus, if_used with some caret, the ideas should '

be of use when implementing a technology -based educational process or

product.

Thirty of the 45 propositions:Goldberg advances seem applicable to

our situation. Incidentally, the.four categories under which the

.propositions are arranged are arbitrary classifications not in Goldberg's

listing; also, there is no significance in the ordering of elements

within or between catgoiies.

Apparent Truisms About Technology In Ggnerak

1) There is the assumption that'if a technology is available, it
should be used.

,2) There is the notion that each new technology will provide
salvation. This notion is held by the public'andlpy educators
as well.

3) ' Vendors provide packages,and systems; practitioners need
solutions to problems.

4) Technology offers technique but not experience, judgment or

wisdom.

5) The technological revolution in education promised in the years
following World War II is largely unrealized.

*It Conditions Of Educational Technology Development

1) The products of technology come mainly from business and
commercial sources. .Therb is little inv vement of educ tors

and curriculum developerg.

2) Technology-in education has generally learned little from its
application in other settings, e.g., business, industry, the
military, etc.

3) It is crucial to separate the needs and possible, applications of
technology for administration and management functions from the
needs and applications for teaching and le&rning.

4) Technologists have focused on more effective delivery systems
for messages, witho=arent concern with,the content of.the
messages and their-po ial applicability. '
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5) The work of the teacher and the administrator has- lest of a
mechanistic quality than technologists, systems designers,
'engineers and data processors assume.'

6) There is a need for a new 'Conventional wisdom" of educational
techhology that incorporatep what we may have learned over the
papt 25 years.

Propositions About Implementing Educational Technology

1) The virtues and potential benefits -of each new technology axe
generally oversold.

2) New technologies do not immediately displace older technologies.

3) Technologies are essentially value-free and apolitical; which
technology to apply in what setting at'a particular point in'
time, though, often becomes a political decision.

4) chnology offers rational approaches; its application is
c nfounded by the fact that organizational processes are to a
1 degree'irrationa14.4nd idiosyncratic.

5) Educational innovations involving technology have appeared to be
composed of-short bursts of enthusiasm centered on a particular
technology. Such temporary passions have not facilitated
entrance of the innovation into the educational mainstream and
have'not materially affected what happens in education.

6) The application of technology in education presents additional`
problems over end above the technology itself which neither the
planners nor the installers could have contemplated.

7) SchOols and other formal agencies exhibit (as institutions) a
high degree of; inertia in adapting. to changes that involve the"
application 4Ultechrplogy.'

8) Educationa technqlogy tends to have more immediate
applicabil ty in environments where a training methodology is
invoked, r ther than in programs which espouse educational
purposes.

9) To practitioners, every quantum jump in technological capability
carries an implicit threat to their Personal and professional
world, to what they do, to what they may do.

m

10) Educational technology must be viewedlas having different
benefits and expectations for and by various potential users.

11) Large-scale demonstrations and research findings have remarkably
little effect on what practitioners do.

25
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Current Educational Conditions And.Resources For Educational Technology

1) Information should'be regardeipas a prime resourcdPin the
educational setting, one that needs planning, maintenance,
evalilatiOn and management at the highest level.

2) Educational institutions, as others, will be plagued by
increasing needs for record keeping and aggregating present as
well as new data for internal operations, and for a
-proliferation of new external agencies'which have a monitoring

function. A
12.

3) The practitioner/researCher gap continues to widen. There is a

paucity of research to inform and to improve=practice, and there
are few mechanisms to evaluate'and disseminate research of value.

4), As long as the goals of education and its priorities at under
attack from without, and stressed and conflicted from within,
educational agencies will have continuAng problems of finance,
maintenance, morale, long-range planning, risk taking and
selling to the public.

5) Educational and political agencies are social inventions; they ,

can be dis-invented.

6) Funding agencies attempt to deal with problems at the wholesale
level; practitioners work at retail.

7) Funding sources today put a premium on objectives that stress
immediate payoff.

8) the press for immediate payoff of innovations, including
technology,-and for technological "quick fixes" obscure the need
for attention to, problems which are ascribed to fundamental

r ear h, i.e., learning theory, research methodologies, and
riculum inquiry.

With Goldberg's propositions about educational technology aS a basis,

let us now turn to a review of a different set of literature to see what

can be learned about the successful diffusion and adoption of innovations.

Considerations Drawn from'the Dgfus-±a6-6i Innovations Literature

. Althour our literature search on the diffusion of innovations

revealed a large number of research studies on this topic, a key finding

2
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was a book published in 1971 titled Communication of Innovations: A Cross

Cultural Approach.6 This book is essentially a ltillation of the

findings of over.1500 diffusion publications produced prior to the

1970's. Oui review of .the research conducted since then did not reveal

significantly different findings-from those repOTted in the book, at

least as we felt they related to the diffusion and implementation of

-educational technology. .Thus the following information is drawn from

this book unless otherwise noted.' Rogers and Shoemaker's book covers the

full gamut of innovations from trying to persuade people in an isolated

jungle tribe to boil their water to, the implementation in a cosmopolitan,

contemporary setting of a new communications system. To find this

section useful, one must accept the notion that tlie findings of this

broad-based research can be applied to the implementation of educational

technology. The following topics will serve to organize the re)Levant

ideas related `tc) our implementation concerns.

1) Decision-making processes surrounding use of an innovation

2) Attributes of an innowtion affecting adoption ratr

3) . Personal characteristics of innovation ploptors

4) The role of opinion leaders in innovation adoption

5) The role Of change agents in innovation adoption

6) Communication channels affecting innovation adoption

6Rogeri; E.M; & Shoemaker, F.F. Communication of 'innovations: A cross
cultural approach. New York: The Free Press, 1971.
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Decision-Making Processes .
9

One of the first ways in which research On the diffusion of

innovation helps us'is to provide models for.the mental process

individuals go through from first learning of an innovation to full

fledged committed use.

Consider three types of innovation decisions:

A) Optional decisions made by an individual regardless of the

decision of others.'

B) Collective decisions macrey'bonsensus by a group of individu'ls.

C) Authority decisions forced upon an individual by someone in a

'higher position of power.?

Tfie-Stages in the three decision-making processes are contrasted in Table

2. The discussion which follows gives most emphasis to the,optional

individual decision since the concepts embedded there lend understanding

to the other situations.

V

7At times, actual adoption of an innovation may require more than one
'type of decision. Fo'r example, it may be that a collective decision by
an entire school faculty would need to be made about adopting new
teaching methods before an individual teacher could make a decision about
what to use in his /her. classroom. g
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Table 2

Stages in Three Innovation, Decision=Making Processes

Optional IndividualDecisions Collective Decisions Autho'rity Decisions

1. Knowledge (especially' awareness
knowledge about the innovation)

2.' Knowledge (how-to and/or
knowledge of underlying
principles)

3. Persuas'on (individual forms
favorab e or unfavorable

attitude)
Y**.

4.1. Decision (indiVidual engages
in activities leading to

a chOice)

5. Action and Confirmation
(individiial seeks

reinforcement for decision
made)

e.

Adopted from Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971, pp. 276 &

1. Stimulation of interest in the
need for the new idea,(by

stimulators) '

2. Initiation of new idea
(by initiators)

3. Legitimation of idea (by
power holders or
legitiMizers)

4. Decision to act (by
members of the social .

system)

-5. Action or execution of
the new idea

35

1. Knowledge about the
need for change and the
innovation (by-the
decision unit)

2. Persuasion and evaluation
of the innovation (by
the-decision unit)

3 ' Decision ,concerning
acceptance or rejection
of, the innovation (by

the decision unit)

4. Communication of the
decision (to adoption
units in'the organization)

5. Action or implementation
of the decision (by the
adoption unit)
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, A. Optional Individual Decisions. There are four stages an

4
individual goes thiough when contemplating. adoption of an innovation:

knowledge, persuasion, decision and confirMation. The early stages of an

,individual's decision about Am innovation begins with acquiring

knowledge. First is awareness knowledge--a person is. exposed to the

existence of an'innovation and gains some understanding of how it

'functions. Research suggests that iildiViduals tend to expose themskves

selectively to ideas consistent with their Interests,' needs or existing
l'
/

1.,

attitudes. T e spread. of awareness knowledge of an innovation is more

rapid than he, innovation's adoption rate.

Another portant kind of knowledge is "how-to" knowledge--information

necessary to use an innovation<prOperly. A more general type of knowledge

deals with the underlying principles related to the.innovation. It is

generally possible to adopt'and use An innovation without this latteF

1110
knowledge but the longnrange competence of individuals to judge future

innovations is facilitated by knowledge of principles.

At the persuasion stag9 of the decision process, the individual forms

a favorable or unfavorable attitude toward the innovation. At the

$111

knowledge stage the mental activity is mainly cognitive whereas at the

persuasion stage it is affective (feeling).

At the persuasion stage the individual becomes more psypholoqically

involved with the innovation and actively seeks information about it.

People's personality and social norms may affect where they seek

information, what messages they receive and how they interpret the

information received. The perceived relevant advantage, compatibility,

complexity and other characteristics of the innovation are especially

30
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important in °shaping a person's attitudes. Note.elso that there are at

least two levels of attitudes: (1) a general attitude toward change and

(2) a specific attitude tCiard the innovation.

At the decision stage, the individual engages in activities which

lead to adoption or rejectionf the innovation. Vor example, most

individuals will not adopt ad innovation without a probationary tryout to

determine its utility for their situation. How-to-knowledge becomes

particularly important at this point.

.1;0

Bear in mind that the decision to adoptor reject an innovation and

the actual use or non-use of it are different behaviors. In the case of

optional individual decisions (thos6 being discussed in this section)

these two behaviors usually occur concurrently in the same individual:

However, in the 'case of authority decisions, the decision to adopt or

reject and the use or non-use of the innovation may be conducted by

. different individuals and the two events (decision and use) may not occur

at the same time.

At the confirmation stage, a person seeks reinforcement for t1he

decisibn made previously but Maxireverse the decision if exposed to
0

conflicting messages about the innovation. This stage continues for an

indefinite period .1 time. ThrOughout the confirmation time the

individual attempts to reduce dissonance aroused bythe%decision. If
. .

conflicting messages e received, the person may discontinue use by

adopting 4 better innOation or simply rejecting-it because of

dissatisfaction with its results.

Another concept worth noeing at this point is the diffusion effect--

the cumulatively increasing degree of influence upon an individual to
(

either adopt or reject an innovation. This influence results from the

31
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person's increasing rate of'knowledge about the innovation, and-adoption

rejection of the innovation elsewhere within the social system.

Research indicates that until-at least 20 or 30% of tbepeople have

awareness' knowledge, there is almost no adoption. Once this thteshold is

passed, increases in awareness knowledge lead to increases in adoption.

The diffusion effect appears greater in social systems interconnected by

interpersonal communication channels.

Note also that Over-adoption (adoption'of an innovation by an

individualT.ihen Imperts think it should be rejected) may pccur. This may

be due to insufficient knowledge about tht innovation on the p

.adopter, ,inability to predict its consequences or a illania -for the new.

of the

B. Collective Decisions. A collective decision is,actually Composed

,

of a multitude of individual decisions but the different stages of the

process may bp carried'out by different persons (see Table 2). In the

case of optional individual ,decisions, allot the decision - making stages ,

occur within one person's mind.

The types o people.involved at each stage in a.collective decision
'(' _ ---------

appear to diffe Fore example, stimulators of collective decisions are

more so histic ted or urbanized than others, thus having basi.gx access to

innovati d greater ability to perceive needs and problems of the

social system. The initiators of collective decisions are unlikely to be

the same individuals as the legitimizers. Initiators are.noted for their

intimate knowledge of the system and favOrable attitude towards change..

Legitimizers are ,the high status power holders of the system who sanction

the change. The rate of adoption of an innovation made through a

collective decision is positively related to the degree to which the

legitimizers are involved in decision- making process and the degree

of power croncentration in.the social system.
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As with authority decisions, member satisfactin with ane acceptance

ofitollective decisions is positively related to the degree cif their

participation in the decision. It is also positively related to member

cohesion within the social system.

C. Authority Decisions. Authority and optional individual decisions

represent two extremes on a continuum representing the influence of the.

social system on a person's,decisions. Authority decisions are commonly
.%

found in formal organizations--organizations deliberately established to.,

achieve predetermined goals. Such organizations are characterized by

prescribed apthority roles in a formally established system of rules and
4

;regulations which govern, the behavior of its members: Of course,

informal'practices, norms, and social relationships also exist among its

member's. 9
.

1111

Rogers and Shoemaker concluded that knowledge about the need for

.
.

e
change apd the innovation can 04me both from sources internal and

- external t6 the organization./ Id4as.commPnicated diswards from

- _.

subordinates to their superiors are often problem prone and depend
4

':. ; .

largely on the nature of the relationship between the'two parties. -A
,

.

supportive relationship between/ ft subordinate and the person ins a

,g o ak"
higher .positioll ldeds to Tore upward communication about the innovation.

Participatidn in decision making by the'subordinate (eventual,-adopter) is

very positively related to.his/her attitude, toward and satisfaction wittl

the authority decision.

\

9Diffusion researchers have largely neglected situations involving
authority decisions, althbugh,considerable research has been done in the
last few years'on organizational change. That research has not been
inclpded in this review but'Can be in a revised version of thispaper if .

the Design Team so desires. .
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Rothman, Erlich and Teresa,1° when discussing how to promote

innovation, emphasize the importance of affecting an organization's

goals. They state that research indicates that the dominant goals of an

organization reflect the 4.nfluences and vested interests of the most

powerful people and groups in the organization. To change an

organization's goals,- two approaches are suggested:

1. increase the power of the groups within'the organization that
hold goals compatible with those of the desired change

2.1 introduce new'groups into the organization that hold compatible

Perceived Attributes of Innovations

It is important to em phasize that it is the potential adopter's

S

perceptions of the attributes of an innovation, not the attributes as -

clissified by someone else, which affect an innovation's rate of

adoption. The following five attribUtes of innovations seem to be

related to their degree of adoption The first four are positively

-;*

related to an innovation's rate Ofradoption; the last one is negatively

related.

1. Relative Advantage--the degree to which an innovation is
'perceived as better than the idea it'supercedes. The relative
advantage of; a new idea may be incrAped by a crisis, thus
affecting. tsrate of adoption. Subdimensions of relative
advantage orth.noting include:

f

a) the degree of economic profitability
b) low initial -cost

c) , lower perceived risk
a'decreasd in%discomfort

e) a savings in time and effort
,,,f) the immediacy of the reward,

"2. Compatibility--the degree to:,which an innovation is perceived as
consistent with (a) existing values, (b) past experience_and
(c)'needs. Compatibility insures greater security and less risk
Ato the receiver.

o ,

10R6thman, J., & Teresa, J. Promoting innovation and

in orginiiations and'tommunitties. New York: John Wiley & Sons,'Inc.
1975. ' -34,,
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3. Trialability--the degree to which an individual may experiment
with an innovation on a limited basis.

4. gbservabilitythe degree to which the)results of an innovation
are visible to others.

.5. Complexitythe degree to which an innovation.is perdeived as
relatively difficult to understand and use.

Personal Characteristics of Innovation Adopters

All individuals in a social system do not adopt an innovation at the

same time. Adopters can be classified into categories on the basisof

when thefiirst begin using a new idea. The dominant trait of people

within each of these categories is underlined in the discussion below.

1. Innovators

Venturesomeness appears to be almost an obsession with
innovators. They.are.eager to try new ideas and desire the
hazardous, daring and risky. Communication patterns and
friendships among a clique of innovators are common, even though
the geographical distance between them may be great. Being an
innovator has several prerequisites, including control of
substantial finAncial'resources to absorb the possible loss due
to an unprofitable innovation, the ability to understand and
'apply complex technical,knowledge, and willingness to accept an
ocdasional setbaCk'whenan adopted idea Proves unsuccessful.

, -

2. Early Adopters
40

The early adopters ate respected by their 'Jeers and are
considered successful and discreet isers of new,ideas. They are

a more integrated part of the local social system than are
innovators. In mOstsOcial systems, this adopter category has
the greatst degree of.opinion leadership of any category.
Potential _Adopters look to*early adopters for advice and
information about the innovation.

3. Early Majority
2 ,

The early majority adopt new ideas justbefore the averade______L_

perSon of a social system. They interact frequently withiPeers
btit rarely hold leadership positions.' The early` majority Are
'people 'who dAlibeate for some time before completely addpting a.
new idea. '
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. 4. Late Majority 0

The late majority a new ideas just after the average
member of the group. Adoption may be both an economic necessity
and the answer to increasing social pressures. Although they
can be pei.suaded of the utility of new ideas, they are skepticA
and the pressure of peers is necessary to motivate adoption.

5. Laggards,

Laggards, the last to adopt innovation, are very

traditionai. Op' ion leaders are almost never found among
them. They a the'most localite in their outlook of all
adopter categories; in fact, many are near-isolates. Their

point of reference is the past, withdecisions being made in,.
terms of what was done.by previous generations.

.. -

It would be too cumbersome to attempt to.contrast alb, five adopter

categories on further characteristics. However, research suggests that

compared to later adopters, relatively early adopters tend to hal0

a) more education
b) a higher social status*

c)' more upward social mobility
d) more specialized responsibilities
e) greater empathy
f) less dogmatic attitudes,
g) greater ability to deal with abstractions
h) greater rationality

i) more favorable attitudes toward 'change, risk, education and

science

j) less fatalistic attitudes
,

\.k), higher achievemen't motivation scores
11) ;higher aspirationsfor their children

m). more social participation
n), greater integration with the system

o) more sophistication.
p) ,morechange agent contact

q) more exposure to both mass media and interpersonal channels
r) greter desire to seek information

'15) higher knoWledge of innovations

t) more, opinion leadership.

110nlY traits which seem relevant to the use of edu ab4onal technology
are included in this list.

4
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Opinion Leadership

Opinion leadership is defined as the degree to which an individual is

able to frequently and informally influence other individuals' attitudes

or- behavior in a desired,Fay. It is important to remember that opinion

leaders can either favor or oppose an innovation.

:

Compared to folloyers, opinion leaders have:

a) greater Mass media exposure
,b) more sophistication
C) greater Change agent contact
d) greater social participation

e)". higher social status
f) more of an innovation orientation'
g) closer conformity to a system's norms.

When a system's norms favor change, opinion leaders aremore innovative;

when norms are more traditional, they are not especially innovative.

Change AgeptrY

Most change is not a h$aphaZard phenomenon but the result of carefully

planned actions by change agents. IA Change agent is'a professional who

influences decisions in a directioA deemed desirable by the agency

attempting change. The change agent functions as a communication link

'between the change agency and the system-it is attempting to influence

(the client system).

Change agents tend to fulfill several roles in the d'hange process.

They are often the ones wt.:8 develop a need for, orientation toward and
e

intent to change on the part of potential users of anlinnovation. They

diagnose a person's or.client system's problems and translate intent to

change into action. Before terminating their change relationship, they

attempt to stabilize the change which has been made.
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Although research shows that most chair agents tend to concentrate

their efforts on creating awareness knowledge, they would likely"use

their energies more effectively if they concentrated on how-to

knowledge. Awareness knowledge can generally be communicated more

efficiently by mass media channels.

Since experience With one innovation carries over to a person's

.

feelings abolit another innovation, research suggests that change agents

should begin their actIvities among a particular group of people,with an

innovation that possesses a very High likelihood of succes7 (e.g., has a

high degree of relative advantage and is compatible with existing

beliefs). Such an approach can result in the' development of a positive

general attitude toward change on the part of clients.

Change agents possess qualifications which allow them to act as

stimulators and initiators of collective decisioa, but seldom can they

b decision legitimizers; they lack the''14.gh status, social power and

J
e

established credibility that a power holder must have to sanction new

ideas.

A change agent's success is positively related to the extent of

his/her effort and orientation toward the potential user rather than the

change agency. The degree to which the innovation is compatible with'the

users' needs also is positively related to the change:agent's success.

A The extent to which the change agent empathizes with andcis similar in

interests and roles to the pote,htial users, works through opinion

leaders, is credible in the-eyes of potential users and increases the

users' ability to evaluate an innovation also are positively related to

hiS/her success.
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Communication Channels

It is often difficult for individuals to distinguish between the

source of the message--an individual or an institution that originates a

message--and the channel which carries that message--the means.by' which a

message gets from a source to a receiver. There are certain tasks which

one channel can do that others cannot do. Thus, communication channels

often can be combined to advantage. Despite their importance, relatively

little research has focused on cbihmunications channels in the diffusion

prodess.

In'the research that has been done, researchers categorize

communication channels as eitfie r4 interpersonal or mass media ih nature.

Research shows that these channels play different roles in creating

knowledge and in persuading indiiduals to change their attitudes toward

innovation. They also are different fbr early and late adopters of new

ideas.

Mass media channels. are those means of transmitting messages which

enable a source of one or a few individuals to reach an audience of many

(e.g., radio, television, film, newspapers, and magazines). Interpersonal

channels are those that involve ,ja face-to-face exchange between two'or

more individuals. These channels have greater effectiveness' than mass

media, channels when resistance or apathy exists On the part of the person
o

or group receiving the message. The chart, on the next page distinguishes

the characteristics of these two communication channels.12
It 11.

12Chart taken floirt Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971.
ti
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CHARACTERISTICS

Message flow

Oommuftication context

Amouneof feedback readily
available

-Ability to overcome
selective processes
(primarily,selective
exposure).

Speed to large audiences

Possible effect

INTERPERSONAL
CHANNELS

Tends to be two-way

Face-to-face

High

High

MASS MEDIA
CHANNELS

Tends to be one-way

Interposed

Low

Low

Relatively slow Relatively rapid

Attitude formation and Krtowledge change

change

Mass media-channels are relatively more important at the knowledge

stage of the decision process whereas interpersonal channels are more

important at the persuasion stage. Mass media channels are also more

important, thin interpersonal ones for early adopters than for later

adopters.

Summary of Diffusion Concerns

The above ideas drawn from research on the diffusion of innovations

suggests that eduCational technologists cannot restrict their thinking to

the technology itself'if they-care about it being implemented in the

schools (or elsewhere). They must work in tandem with people responsible

for or capable of influencing the technology's use.

Early on in the design stage, the decision makers who will determine

adoption and use of the technology must be identified. Those responsible

for ensuring successful use must consider how potential users will

perceive the technology's relative advantage, compatibility with their

valUes, experience and needs, trialability, observability and
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complexity. The peivonal characteristics of,the potential adopters,

especially those listed earlier, must be given careful consideration.

The importance and role of opinion ,leaders and chlOge agents must

also be taken into account. And finally, the channels of communication

used must be, given careful thought to ensure effective and efficient,

transMittal of information about the new technology.

,
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Conseguences13

NI. CONSEQUENCES AND ASSESSMENT OF
.4

EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY USE

*.

Responsible -educational.technologists must notassume their task is

done onceftheir technology is implemented in an educational setting. The

consequences of its use need tb be 'assessed. Also, the concepts involved

. in assessing consequences can be important to developers as they _design

their technology.

Consequences of technology may be classified as (1) functional or

dysfunctional,'() direct or indirect, and (3) manif4st'or latent. The

functional consequences are desirable effects of an innovation whereat

dysfunctional consequences are undesirable effects. Direct-consequences

. are changes which occur in immediate response to an innovation whefeas

indirect consequences result from the direct ones. Manifest consequences

are changes that are recognized and intended by theAtembers Of the social

system; latent consequences are neither intended nor recognized.

When consequences are assessed, three intrinsic elements of the

educational technology needto be considered:
s

1) Formthe directly-observable physical substance of an

innovation.

2) Function-rthe technology's contribution to peOple'sway of life.
f,

3) Meaning--People's subjective-and frequently subconscious

perception of the technology.

13Ideas in thit section are based op Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971.
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AssessMent Prdcess

a When undertaking an. assessment of the consequences (or potential

consequences) of the use of a particular educational technology, one

mightconsider employing these steps in th4-assessment process described

by Kirchner and Lazerson:14

1) Defide the assessment task, including scope. of inquiry, major
problems and ground rules:

2) 'Describe relevant features of technologies supportive to and
competitive with the major technology to be Assessed, as well as
the major technology.

3) Develop state-of-society assumptions regarding major
non-tpchnological factors influencing the application of the
relevant technologies. 410.

4) Identify impact areas, ascertaining those societal
., characteristics that will be most infIqenced by the application

of the assessed technology. ,(The. categories of consequences and
elements of'/the:stechnotogy listed above may be useful here.)

5) Makeqprelimilory impad@onalycis b'y ing and integrating the

'plEsAstly which the assessed technolo makes its societal

-,influene'e "_

6) identify possible actin Optioni by,analyzini various programs

for obtainingmaximUM;pu io advantage from the assessed,

technology.
5r J' , v44,

7) Complete impact anelysikwitti. an apa1Ybie of-the degree to'which

-each action, option would alter thespeeific societal impacts of
the assessed technology.

Consider a specific examtle&of the Use of
e '#

" of experts assessed a computer-assisted iniructiouftioackage, 'Potential

consequences of use were hypothesized and arranalisis of the

rocess when a'panel

favorability, likelihood and degree of control of each side effect was

obsessed. A table like Table 3 resulted.

14From Kirchner,'E, & Lazerton, N. Technology assessment at the
threshold.. Innovation, 1972,27, 16-23.
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Table 3

Summary of Selec ed Effects of
tomputer-Assisted truction

Impacts on:

Institutions of higher education:

Increased cost fLCa

Improved instruction . . . 4 fLC

Physical plant modification FLC

Closer ties between schools F1C

Destructuring of curriculum Flc

Extended day, week, year FLc

Need for more TV channels. . . o fLC

Standardization and centralization FLC

Improved continuing education FLC

Copin ith poorly prepared students . . . F1C

Students:

"Impersonal" education' flc

Individualized instruction F1C

Aid for minority group students F1C

Student- instructor relationship Flc
14'

.Faculty:

Modificationof instructor's role F1C

New copyright protection FLC

Industry:

Industry-dontrolled educat.on
Development of industries and products

FLC
F1C

aF = Favorable L = Likely C = Controllable

f = Unfavorable 1 = Unlikely c = Uncontrollable

Note: .
This summary was excerpted from "A Study of Technology
Assessment" by the Natiorial Academy of, Engineers, 1959, p. 44
(Impacts and Characteristics'of Strategy No. 1).

0
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These consequences have not yet necessarily occurred, but the experts

conducting the technology assessment postulated that they could occur on

the basitOf certain assumed future conditions.

Armed with results such as in Table 3, developers of a computer-

assisted instructional system would no doubt look at the likely

unfavorable impacts that-are within their Control to see if there are

possible modifications which might reduce the lielihood of unfavorable

effects. Once those modifications are made, the same analysis of impacts '

would be undertaken again. This process could continue until the

developers lre either (1) confident that their technological application

will have as many favorab1le and as few unfavorable side effects as

possible, or (2) convinced that the neggtive side effects outweigh the

potential benefits requiring that plans for the new system be dropped.

LOLNAtis and Gooler151!ropose some othek practical` suggestions when

assessing the consequences of the use, of educational technology:

a) Use a broad range of criteria.

b) Utilize adversary proceedings.
c) Assemble multidisciplinary'te ms.
d) Use existing empirical data an scientific theories.

e) Conduct everiments.
f) Structure assessments so as to separate multiple,issues and variables.,
g) Estimate priorities.

I

h) Examine in detail the inherent characteristics'of an action being
assessed.

#i) Explore a broad range of potential consequences.
j) Investigate support systems.
k) Explore possible. abuses.
1) Calculate the magnitude of the action or activity being assessed
m) Estimate the controllability of hypothesized adverse effects.
n) Indicate the amount of uncertainty associated with each hypothesized

impact.

15Locatis,C.N, & Gooler, D.D. Evaluating second-order consequences:
Technology assessment and education. Review of Educational_ Research,

1975, 45,'327-353.
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Of course, these suggestions, may not'be useful in all situations.

.
Practical constraints such as time, money, talent of the evaluator and

philosophical perspectives affect use. For example, some evaluators may
V

believe the public has little to contribute to the assessment and may

involve only experts.

Cost Analysis 4
0

Since cost is such an important consideration in educational

technology, a few comments on its analysip are in order. There are

number of cost analysis models, complete with formulas, that can be'used

to evaluate the cost and worthiness of a technology - based learning

activity. Some of the models are even suitable for comparing two

different learning activities, and most can yieldsuch calculated numbers

as Cost per student, cost per engaged minute, and even "total cost

effectiveness". (Incidentally,there are technical differences between

cost analysisicost benefit analysis and cost effectiveness analysis, but

the comments below apply to all three, so no attempt is made,to separate

them in a precise_manner.)

Whether cost analysis and cost effectiveness studies could be useful

does not'seem to be an issue in the literature. Instead, the issue is

whether examinations using existing methods have sufficient validity to

,sbe worth the effort. Four of the major threats to valid use of the data

in making. decisions &bout educational technology prOjects.are discussed

below.

first, it is rare to be able to maintain a good control group -for the

analysis. Since a new method was developed to be a superior way of

obtaining some goal, there is an understandably reluctance to callously

tell half the group to continue using the old,"inferior" method. Also,
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in many cases, the newly implemented product or process does something

new; that is, it is not possible to meaningfully match the new costswith

the costs of an equivalent prior method simply because there is no

equivalent prior method in existence.

Second,' the Hawthorne effect .(essentially, a positkve.reaction to

something innovative sixnply because og its novelty) may be a substantial

and uncontrollable influence which makes the actual improvement caused by

the innovation hard to measure. This is a considerable problem wath

1
educational technology projects which, l56cause of all their "bells and

whistles", have a very substantial tendency to cause x Hawthorne effect.,

(The percentage of educati9nal projects that have been initially

successful simply because the Hawthorne effect is unclear, but some

critics of the field would have one believe the proportion is .very

substantial.)

A third problem is knowing what costs and benefits to assign to a
-

project. Since improved learning for a student does mot carry a dollar

value, it is impossible to do the type of cost benefit studies prevalent

in industry. For example, in the proverbial widget factgry, training may

be provirddd which causes a trainee to produce X more widgets ter .hour,

the X widgets per hour being worth Y dollars over' the period during which

the training is effective. The company can also calculate that the

training session costs'Z, dollars per trainee. In general, if Y is

greater than Z, the training program is worth having, and the company

will feel that their money was well invested. Contrast this with an

educational project which might cost $248 per student per year and which,

compared to a control group, improves the students' raw scores on the

Acme Mathematics' chievement Test by 3.2 points and on the Boy, Do I Like
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School Inventory by 4e5 points. Is the project worth keeping? It is

ft

hard to say, since the dollar, value of those improved scores is nowhere

to be found.

Although the fact that an innovation might reduce labor costs is of

great importance in industry, it is of mixed value in education. The

realities of educational staffing are such that it is not often

politically or practically feasible to eliminate teaching staff: This

makes analyzing costs in terms of potential labor savingA tenuous at_
f.

best. As an illustrative example, a special team teaching program in a

western state costs approximately eight million dollars a year to

continue. The overwhelming percentage of the costs, are in salaries for

teachers over and above those needed in conventional teaching

structures. After careful evaluation, a decision was made that the

effects of the program, did not warrant that level of expenditure and,

' thus, the proaram was discontinued. But the actual monetary savings were

probably less than one milliom dollars, since the nearly five hundred

teachers required by the program could not be remOved'from employment

, .

because of union'tegulations and political concerns. The teacherg who

ecame-available were used tostart a;wide variety of new programs (new
if

programs which one could cynically point out will also defy effective

cost analysis).
S

Finally, in many (and maybe most educa!Eional technology projects,
,

the amount of money .spent is equal to the amount of money available\

rather than "the amount heededito-solveahe problem at hand. The

realities of funding for educational technology projects are th'at a ten

,million dollar project becomes a five million dollar project at, the point

when it becomes clear that five milliomdollars is what is available.
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While the situation certainly has implications for educational technology

development in .general, it is one of the major obstacles to the cost

effectiveness studies that most people agree should be done. For what

this means is that most projects are not really completed; they are just

stopped. So how does a researcher determine, the cost versus,
J.

effectiveness issue? In our five/ten million dollar example, would the

addition of the second five million dollgrs make the program twice as

effective? Or would the second five million simply provide the fine

tuning that yields the last ten percent of the benefit? Or might:It be

the case that the first five million just lays the groundwork for the

project, while it is the second five,million that really does some good?

Obviously,. it is impossible to know for certain, and thus any cost

benefit or effectiveness studies usually tend to lack the "final" cost'

figure needed fpr sound decision making.

As mentioned at the outset of this section, it is easy to find ways

to calculate and evaluate costs associated with ecrucational technology

projects. Yet it is fairly clear that the validity of these methods is

not, for any tingle project, a given. The literature seems to indicate

that cost analysis procedures are, in general, worthy of careful

consideration, but at tA same time the literature indicates that-these

sanalykes are no guarantee of meaningful data.
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SUMMARY.

1r

o

-1.The preceding sections have been sufficient only'to give an overview

of the statue and methods.of educational technology. The literature

,

contains thousands, of articles; Some articles present 'sweeping overviews,
, .

'.. .

others present technological minutia. This review has attempted to find

a middle ground, although there has.been, aOme tendency to prefer the,

general over the specific.

Aggregation of the generalities reiVes us with a soMewh'at bleak

picture. While it would be a mistake to overgeneralize, the review has

pointed out that
.%

Educational technologists do not agree ohthe critical elements

of their .discipline..

EdUcaticSnaltechnology does not have a common'knowledge base

that can be used to Avoid the pitfalls encountered in earlier

-projects.

Educational technologists cannot cite large numbers of
successful projects which demonstrate the value of their skills.

.
The optkinism that was present during earlier educatiOnal
technology projects is largely gone, replaced by a great concern

for the praCtical.

The success or,failure of educational technology projects, may

..depend on factors which cannot be controlled by project

developez;s.
, .

Any educational activity which does' not adequately provide for

motivation anddifferences.among individual students will not

.
succeed even if the application of technology is faultless.

: 4 . The implementation o-technology-based educational projects is

hitdered by a, variety of myths, unrealistic expectations, and

political-circumstan4es that may have nothing to do with the

reality of the situation.

Implementing a technology-based educational projett,causes a

host of second -order results, many of which may be unfavorable

or uncontrollable.

If previous-large-scale educational projects are an indication,

the costs of substantial techholpgi-based development may be

prohibitive in a time of limited resources.
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These'summary statements are not encouraging, but they are indicative

if
of the host of factoTs mitigating against successful large -scale.

educational technology"developMent%%

Yet, at the risk of being trite, it must be pointed out that similar . .

problems could be cited for virtually every development effort that we

now, in retrospect, consider worthwhile. Airlplanes, light bulbs,

synthetic fibers, even public education--all of these were rejected as

unworkable or overly expensive when first proposed. It is only because

certain people failed to weigh the objections as heavily as the majority

of "knowledgeable people" that these innovations came to be part of our...
lives.

The point is that educatiotlal'technology-could be only a few years

away from providing the techniques and products needed to vastly improve

the quality of instruction but, as with the light bulb, we do not have

ways to accurately visualize what could happen.

In the absence of an encouraging history, the decision to support an

expanded educational technology would be essentially a gamble, a gamble

based much more on future promises than past successes. It falls to

innovative and risk-taking educators to sanction and support technology-

based edubational projects. For while the'potential benefits could be

immense, such projects qlearly have no guarantee of success and thus

conflict with the restricted, vision and practical orientation required by

today's educational circumstances. Igo

4k,

r
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APPENDIX

CHEC1 IS T OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

?LANNING CONSIWHATIONS

In this section, the concepts presented in the previous sections are

synthesized and summarized in a checklist which can be used to plan*

educational technology projects. The checklist can be usefullat various

times, such as when initially considering the development of a new

technology or when planning an evaluation ofn existing technology.

The checklis"c is written in the form of questions asking if certain

key elements have been considered in the planning/implementation/

evaluation activity. The questions are organized under the same

categories as the previous narrative- -first design considerations and

then implementation considerations.

Questions to Answer Concerning the
Design of Educational/Technology Products and Projects

1. Are the intended learners' .characteristics known and incorporated

into the product/project?
o

- 2. Will the project allow students to enter the learning process at
different points inthe process to account "for individual

differences among.students:and changes in student cfiaracteristics?

3. Is there a way that student self-examination of strengths,

deficiencies and goals can be worked into the, instruction?

4. Is the instruction structured so that each student will have
much time as he/she finds necessary to master the content?

5. Is attention paid to the necessity of motivating the student, both

initially and throughout the instruction? -Axe tactics-designed to

gain and keep the .student's attention throughout ttie. instruction?

6. Do the instructional materials state the outcome of the learning

task in concrete terms that the student will understand and likely
.

find beneficial?
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. 7. Will learning-goals appear attainable to the student?'

Are intermediate gpals given to students for compli%eted learning
tasks? r

9. Are preCeduees for/reporting progress to the student built into the
instruction?

8.

10. Is practice of previously learned content built into the
instruction--both early in the learning and over time?

4P.

11. is the instruction neither too hard nor too easy for the intended
'learner?

12. Are the materials and instruction presented within a structure that
will be apparent to the student and will fit in with the structure
of previously learned concepts?

13. Are major principles described and applied before details are added
to the concept being presented?

14. Are reviews and summaries interspersed at appropriate intervals
throughout the instruction? :

15. Are the following organiiational patterns used when they make sense

in presenting lnstructi6n:

.o from simple to complex'
o from fapiliar to unfamiliar
o from the present to 'the p4st

o from how to why
o 'from fundamental to related to tangential,
o from general to specific back to general
o from deductive to inductive .

o from overview to .sletabls back to overview?

16. Does the instructional process actively involve the student by .'
asking questions, ha,ving students frequently apply what they are

learning, and so fort? 4

17. Ifs. students are learning'i procedure in the instructional process,
can they be trying'incrklentai portions of The procedure throughout
the instiuction7

Is_every_studeat-activiyquidedl'sufficiently so that trial and
error learning is minimized?

4
19. Is feedback on student success provided frequently and in 'enough

detail so that the, upsuccessful student knows how to become
successful?

20. Are repetition and overlearning worked into the instruction in such ,

away that they do not destroy student motivation?
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21. What is thegeneralizability of the content in the instruction?
Are students encouraged (and taught howl' to explore and generalize

the infdrmation learned?

22. Are rote learning and practiCe minimized?

Questions to Answer Concerning the
Implementation of Educational Technology Products and Projects

1. Is'there confidence that the content being presented through a
technology-based project is best adapted to that technology, pr is
there some dqubt that the technology is being used because of its
newness and perhaps faddishness?

2. Are real attempts made not to oversell the potential benefits of
the new product/project?

'

3.. Does the product/project involve the teacher j.n the instruction in

a non-mechanistic way?

4. Have educational technology developers presumed that the decision
to adopt new innovations in schools is an optional individual
decision when in reality it iemore likely an authority or,,at

best, a collective decision?

5. Do developers provide information about their product/project which
allows awareness knowledge, how-to knowledge and knowledge of
principles to be gained?

6.' Is the new product/projec resented in a way that is consistent

with potential users' pa experiences, interests, valdes and needs?

7. Has attention been given to the stages of the decision-making
process individuals or groups go through in deciding to adopt a new

technology?

8. Has the technology been defined in terms of attributes perceived of
as important by the intended user rather than as perceived by the
developer ?,1

9. 1
Is the product/project designed so that potential users can try out
segments of it before the total package isladopted?

10. Has an attempt been made to tie publicity, about the new
product/project to its,relative advantage compared to the thing it

might replace?

11. Is the product/process as simple to use as possible, especially for
teachers who may view it as a'threat to their traditional teaching
style/

12. Is the technology such that the results of'its use will be visible

to others?
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13. Are individuals used in the project materials (e.g., a
narrator/teacher on a videodisc) viewed as credible. sources by and,'
if possible, opinion leaders among, the group. Who will be adopting

the product/project?

14. Can an, estimate be made about whp the likely early adopters, early
majority, late majority and laggards are in a group contemplating
adoption of a new product/project, and different approaches for the
different groups be made?

15. Does someone need to serve as a change agentto ensure successful
adoption?

16. Has attention been paid to how best to utilize mass media and
interpersonal communication- channels to ensure successful adoption?

f

17. Has thought,been given to the personality characteristics (e.g.,
general attitude toward change), social characteristics (e.g.,
contact with opinion leaders) and perceived needs of the user?

18. If the person who is to adopt the innovation A different from the
decisiodmaker, has,thought been given to how to address each one?

A
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